
SafeBag RSB30
Secure automated cash-in for money deposits

Gunnebo SafeBag RSB30 is a 24-hour cash-in system for 

business customers who need to deposit sealed bags in a 

secure and convenient way. The deposit system is quick and 

simple and helps reduce the cash-handling process to a 

minimum. SafeBag RSB30 can be configured to suit a  

range of different locations and applications – for example, 

outdoors as a through-the-wall installation, in a bank lobby, 

off-site or in a shopping centre. As well as the swift and con-

venient deposit procedure, SafeBag RSB30 offers a unique 

full-audit feature which confirms that a deposit has been 

made. In addition, an automated registration system makes 

the collection procedure extremely quick and accurate. 

The construction of SafeBag RSB30’s deposit safe is based 

on that of safes which have been awarded EN 1143-1, the 

stringent European certification for burglary protection.



www.gunnebo.com

SafeBag RSB30
Secure automated cash-in for money deposits

Deposit
SafeBag RSB30’s deposit procedure is fast, simple and secure. The deposit function 

is opened once a customer has been correctly identified and this is done by simply 
presenting the barcode on the sealed deposit bag to the reader on the front of the 
machine. Immediately after a deposit has been made, a full receipt is issued showing 
customer, barcode, date, time and amount deposited. This information is stored in a 
database for later verification of the deposit. SafeBag RSB30 can also be configured to 
identify customers with a PIN code or magnetic card, alone or in conjunction with the 
barcode of the sealed bag. The system has two different levels of verification – a photo-
cell sensor to register when an item has been deposited into the safe and an internal 
barcode reader (in addition to the external reader), to identify the barcode of the sealed 
bag once deposited into the safe.

The RLB Letterbox can be installed separately or in conjunction with SafeBag RSB30. 
The letterbox opening can be either 5x280mm or 40x280mm. There are two cabinet 
sizes available and both have the same exterior design as the SafeBag RSB30.

Collection
The 15" monitor situated at the rear of the SafeBag RSB30’s top cabinet guides the 
user through the collection procedure starting with authorised identification by a bank 
or CIT company. Using the barcode option, collected deposits are registered by means of 
a hand-held scanner and a printed collection list. Thanks to this automated registration 
system, the collection procedure is extremely quick and accurate, and any deviations 
between deposits registered in and out are immediately available from the SafeBag 
RSB30 database – either locally or centrally.

PC system/network
SafeBag RSB30 includes a complete PC system for managing and monitoring deposit 
and collection procedures. This enables you to regsiter new users, search for informa-
tion from the database and set parameters for the system. SafeBag RSB30 can be directly 
connected to a network. This enables early monitoring of incoming cash, optimises  
collection procedures and allows remote access to the SafeBag RSB30 database.

Burglary protection
The construction of SafeBag RSB30’s deposit safe is based on that of safes which have 
been awarded EN 1143-1, the stringent European certification for burglary protection.
The safe’s highly resistant security material allows for reduced wall thickness which 
thereby considerably reduces weight. The safe comes with anchor points for base fixing.

Modern design
The modern exterior frame has integrated lighting. Stainless steel exteriors are  
available, as well as the alternative of either a RAL 9002 or 9006 colour.

Product Features

Magnetic card reader
For business customers – activated 
through the registration procedure.

LCD display & keypad
Selected by each user during the 
registration procedure. When a PIN 
is entered using the keypad, Safe-
Bag RSB30 recognises the user and 
opens the deposit slot.

Receipt printer
Receipt with branch, date, time, 
amount and barcode number. A 
receipt is only issued if a success-
ful deposit has been made. 1 300 
receipts per roll.

Internal barcode reader
To identify the barcode of the sealed 
bag once deposited in the safe  
(in addition to external reader).

Hand-held scanner
Simplifies the cash-handling proc-
ess and speeds up the registration 
of sealed bags at collection.

Log printer
For printing collection reports and 
other information.

We reserve the right to alter product information  
without any obligation.
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  Model   External Dimensions  Volume Weight

SafeBag RSB30  Height Depth Width (litres) (kg)

Front frame 735 105 590  

Top cabinet 545 575 640  90

Safe A1 1135 700* 640 165 840

Safe A1b 1200 700* 640 165 860

Safe A2 1295 620* 750 220 940

*Additional 350mm for the deposit "nose"


